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OW TESTAMENT BACKGROUND 
OF THE MAGNIFICAT 
Mary's Magnificat has always been recognized to reflect 
the Old Testament in almost every phrase. Some have even 
suggested that it is simply a mosaic of Old Testament cita~ 
tions.1 Any commentator will point to a number of texts 
scattered throughout the Old Testament which offer verbal 
similarity with the Magnificat. Upon closer examination it is 
obvious that these similarities are not accurate enough to 
support the view that the Magnificat was composed as a 
patchwork quilt from Old Testament texts.2 This is true 
1M-]. Lagrange, OP., EvCIJlg1le sdon Saint Luc (4th ed, Pam, 1921) 
still offers the most complete commentary on the text He suggests a great 
many OT parallels U. Hob:meuter, Tna ront1ca N, T., m VD 26 (1948) 360 
collSlders the Magnificat "quasi mu.nvum e-,; lap:Jlis textuum b1bkcorum arte 
maxima composdorom." V, Hamp, Der alltestamentliche Hintergrund des 
Magmfikat, m BK 2 (1952) 17. Cf. also J, Schmid, Das Evangehum nod Lukas 
(3rd ed, Regensburg, 1955) 53; Tb Dehau, Magnificat, In VS 19 (1948) !i-16, 
Among non-Catholics, the commentary of Tb Zahn, Das Evangthum des Lucas 
(4th ed, Leipzig, 1920) is qwte detatled and st.dl uluable F Godet, Com-
menta~re .sur l'Evangde de Swnt Luc I (2nd ed, Pans, 1872) UlSISts on the 
orgaruc uruty of the cantlcle Wlth the OT, A, Loisy, L'Evang1le selon Luc 
(Paris, 1924) and E Klostermann, Das Luk/IJevangelmm (Tubmgen, 1929) 
both attnbute the canucle to Ehzabeth The commentaries of A Plummer, 
The Gospel Accordmg to S. Luke; International Cnt1cal Commentary (4th ed., 
Edmburgb, 1901) and W. Manson, The Gospel of Luke,• The Moffatt New 
Testament Commentary (London, 1930) are mediocre 
2Most commentators call attentlon to the Slmilanty of the Magmjicat 
with the Cantlcle of Anna, 1 Kings 2, 1-10 Hamp cites other 0T texts, but 
grants that the canticle 1S chiefly dependent on that of Anna, yet sbowmg Its 
own freedom of expression Cf op dt, 22, Lagrange, op c1t,, 53, and AdC 65 
(1955) 620. ThlS Sllllllanty is based on the personal invitatlon to thanksgivmg 
in the first verse and the reversal of fortune in verses 7-B The Canticle of 
Anna IS less personal and more general m stope than the Afagmficat; no men-
han 1S made of the covenant or the promise to the patnarchs, the LXX te"tt 
closes With a prayer for the Messrns Apart from the personal mvitation in 
v, 1, the attention of commentators has been drawn to this canticle because of 
the similarity of Lk, 1, 48 to the prayer of Anna in I Kmgs 1, 11; cf. below 
205 
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whether the examination is made on the basis of the Hebrew 
text or the Septuagint translation. The Magntjicat is a new 
hymn with its own unity of inspiration, but the words do 
reflect a whole stream of Old Testament piety, which is not 
to be isolated in a few texts.3 More attention must be paid 
to the power of evocation which a New Testament reference 
may possess in the minds of Jewish Chnstians, nourished as 
they were upon the Old Testament;' 
It will be the purpose of the present study to sketch this 
wider context of the .Mag11ijicat, then to describe more accu-
rately the piety of the poor which this canticle evokes, and 
finally to suggest the influence thts Old Testament background 
should have upon the understanding of the Magnificat. The 
method followed has conststed in a literary cnticism of the 
Greek text of the Magnificat on the basis of the Septuagint.'1 
Each significant word has been traced, with the help of a con-
cordance, through the entire Old Testament Sigmficant 
passages were then collated to furnish a biblical theology of 
the notion, whenever this synthesis appeared justifiable A 
convergence of themes was discovered pointing to the com-
munity of the poor, centered about the temple of Yahweh on 
Mount Stan. This community recogmzed itself as the true 
people of God and was often personified in the literary figure 
of the daughter of Stan. The first part of the paper will, there-
fore, sketch the fruits of this study, following the text of the 
Magnificat. 
3 Recent commentators are more msistent on this common 0T background 
Cf K H Schell..e, Die Mutter des Erliisers lhn btbltsche Gestalt (Dusseldorf, 
1958) 77; A. Gelm, Les Pauvres de Yahvi (Pans, 1953} 122; AdC 67 (1951} 
756, Schrmd, op at, 53-54 
4 Cf GClm, op at, 115-16, and J A E Van Dodewaard, La force 
ivocatnce de Ia. citation mtse en lumlire en prenant Pour base l'Evangl/e de S. 
Matthum, m Btbl 36 (1955) 482-91. 
~Due to thts methodology, it has been necessary to adapt the translation 
of OT texts to the GreeL. The Confratem1ty edition has been followed, wher-
ever posSible Rahlfs' edition of the Septuagmt has been used 
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I 
LITERARY ANALYSIS OF THE MAGNIFICAT 
Vv. 46·47. The invitation to praise, thanksgiving, joy, 
and gladness contained in the first verses of the Magnificat 
evokes the Old Testament themes of the salvation of the 
afflicted and the restoration of Sion The restoration of Sion, 
however, is the salvation of the afflicted remnant of Israel. 
Although the verbs 11to magnify" and 11to rejoice" are a.ssoM 
dated in only three texts of the Septuagint,6 the invitation to 
praise, joy, and gladness are occasioned, throughout the Old 
Testament, by similar motives of personal and national sal· 
vation. The individual magnified the Lord for deliverance 
from distress; at the same time he associated with himself 
all the poor and lowly who sought the same deliverance.7 Ps. 
68 contains an individual's praise and thanksgiving, but con· 
6Pss 34, 27, 39, 17, 91, S lllegalyndn ~,;used frequently m the LXX, 
although the acb.ve fonn With men as subject and God as objeCt ~,; rare (cf 
Sir 43, 31) The same meamng, however, 15 conu}ed by a passl\e use of 
the 'erb \\Ith God, his attnbutes, or h1s works as subject Agallwstha: appears 
for the first bme in the LXX and IS regularly assoaatcd wtth cyphramem The 
acb,•e fonn of the verb appears only three t1mes m tre NT (Lk 1, 47, 
1 Pt l, 8, Apoc 19, 7). The verb~,; more common m the psalms, appeanng 
there 51 bmes, as agamst 17 elsewhere It frequently govorns ejn Wlth the 
dabve (d, Ps 9, IS ep: tO sQteniJ soy) The ep1thet siJUr IS often applied 
to God (d Muh 1, 7) l/ab 3, 18 offers the closest parallel With Lk !, 47 
tgO de en tO thrO agalluuomm, rharisomat ep1 to thio tO sOtiri moy 
7 Let my soul glory m the Lord, 
the lowly (j>ruu) will bear me and be glad 
Magmfy (megalynate) the Lord W1th me, 
Let us together e"ttol h1s name Ps 33, 3-4 
I will give thanks to you among the peoples, 0 Lord, 
I wlll chant )OUr praise among the nations, 
For }OUr J...mdness (eleos) IS magrufied (emegatnythi) 
to the hcM·ens, 
And your falthfulness to the skles Ps 56, 10-11. 
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eludes with a prayer for the restoration of Sion.8 National 
salvation also occasions expressions of thanksgiving (2 Kings 
7, 22). Joy and gladness are classical themes in those pas-
sages which announce eschatological salvation. These themes 
are associated with Sion in Ps. 9, a psalm which reflects many 
of the ideas of the Magnificat.9 
8 But I am affiicted (ptOchos) and in pam, 
let your savmg help, 0 God, protect (antdabelo) me 
I wlll praise the name of God m song, 
and I will magnify (m~galynO) him With thanksgiHng 
For God will save Sion 
and rebuild the cities of Juda 
They shall dwell in the land and own 1t, 
and the descendants of hiS servants shall mhent 1t, 
and those who love his name shall mhab1t 1t 
Ps 68, 30-31, 36-37, d. 69, 5-6 
0 I Will g1ve thanks to you, 0 Lord, With all my heart; 
I will declare all your l\ondrous deeds 
I Will be glad and exult (agallrasoma1) m you, 
I Will sing praise to your name, Most H1gh, 
Because my enem1es are turned back, 
overthrown and destroyed before you •• 
Smg praise to the Lord enthroned m Sion, 
proclaim among the nations his deeds; 
For the avenger of blood has remembered, 
he has not forgotten the cry of the affiictcd (peniiOn). 
Have pity on me, 0 Lord, see my affitctmn (tapemfisin) 
from my foe.s, 
you who have raiSed me up from the gates of death, 
That I may declare all your pra1ses 
and, m the gates of the daughter of Smn, rejoice 
m )OUr salvation (agallrasomai efn tii sOtinO soy) 
For the needy (ptOchos) shall not always be forgotten, 
nor shall the hope of the affi1cted (penUOn) 
forever pensh 
Cf Ps 30, 8' I Will rejmce and be glad of )OUr kindness, because you have 
seen my affucbon (hot1 rpeidrs tin tapem6sin may) The JOY and gladness of 
the poor in thesalvabon of Yahweh IS also expressed in Pss. 34, 9-10; 39, 14-18, 
so, 10; Is 29, 19. 
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Sion, of course, is Jerusalem, the capital of Juda. After 
the fall of Samaria in 721 B.C., the kingdom of Juda became 
the remnant of Israel Therefore, in biblical literature, from 
the t.tme of Isaias and Micheas, Sion and Jerusalem stand for 
the whole people of God. This collectivity is personified as 
the daughter of Sian. The literary personification appears 
in Ps. 9, 15 and is frequent in the prophets. The oracle of 
Is. 51, 2-3 not only associates joy and gladness with Sian, but 
also with God's promise to Abraham. The latter association 
is explicit in the Magnificat. Finally, the salvation of the 
afflicted is associated with the restoration of Sion.10 
V. 48 evokes the Old Testament notion of the humiliation 
of the daughter of Sion who then became the object of God's 
salvific action; her glonous restoration by God would be the 
object of eternal admiration and blessing. The verb "to re-
gard" very frequently refers to God's own consideration of 
man's distress in anticipation of salvation. The distress may 
be individua1,11 as the case of the sterility of Anna (1 Kings 
1, 11), but it may also be national/2 as was the case in Israel 
when Samuel anointed Saul (1 Kings 9, 16) The Greek in 
the latter case is as similar to the Magnificat as the Greek 
of Anna's prayer, with the substitution of "people" for "hand-
maid." 13 The restoration of Sion is presented as God's re-
101: 49, 13-15; v 13 1dentlfies the people of God Wlth the poor (IOJl 
tapemoys) The final cantlcle of Tobias (13) also assocmtes the glory of the 
new Jerusalem with the salvation of the weak Other assoaatlons of eschato-
logical joy Wlth S10n may be found m Pss 13, 7; 47, 2 12; 96, 8, 125; 149, 2, 
Is 12, 5-6; 25, 8-10, 35, 10; 65, 18, etc, 
11 Cf. Ps. 12, 4 (the soul in sorrow), Ps, 24, 16 (the lonely and affi1cted); 
Ps. 68, 17-18 (God's servant m distress), Ps 118, 132 (those who love the 
name of God); Ssr. 11, 12-13 (the weaklmg and the failure) 
12 Cf Ex 14, 24 (the eJtodus from Egypt); Judges 6, 14 (the M1dJan1tes) ; 
Lev. 26,9 (the blessmgs of the Law of Holmess); 4 Kings 13,23 (the Synans, 
appeal is also made to the covenant wtth Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, cf 
P: 13, 20), 
u 1 Kings 1, 11 ean epsblepiJn epsblepsis ePJ tin tapesnOSin Us doylts soy; 
1 Kings 9, 16, hoti epeblepsa epi Un tapdnOsin toy laoy rnoy; Lk 1, 48. 
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sponse to the prayer of the lowly in Ps. 101, 16-19. This 
salvific activity of God was also to be remembered and 
praised in future generations 14 Mal. 3, 12 offers the greatest 
verbal simtlarity with the second half of Lk 1, 48, but it is 
directed to the restored nation. HAnd all nations shall call 
you blessed, for you shall be a delightful land, says the Lord 
of hosts." 111 
hob ep~btepsen epi tin tapemiism tis doylts aytoy The word doylt occurs 
in the 0T sunply as a term of respect of an mfenor to\\ard a superiOr, 1ts usc 
m Lk 1, 48 may be occaSioned by the same word m 1, 38, m the context of 
Luke's Infancy Gospel it could be a transfer to Mary of the theme of the 
Servant of Yahweh Cf D M Stanley, The Thenze of the Servant of Yahweh 
in Pnmthv~ Chnstian Sotenology and 1ts TranspoSition by St Paul, m CBQ 16 
(1954) 385-425. 
H And the nations shall re~ere your name, 0 Lord, 
and all the Lmgs of the earth your glor), 
When the Lord has rebullt Sion 
and appeared m hiS glory, 
When he has regarded (epeblrpsen) the prayer of 
the destitute (tapwuin), 
and not desptsed thetr prayer 
Let thiS he wntten for the generation to come, 
and the people whtch he has created (laos ho 
ktcomenos) wtll pWSC! the Lord 
1~ Kai makanoysm hymas panJa ta dhni The dedaratlon of blessednes.o; 
IS a common form m btbhcal literature and many clas.ses of mdtv1duals in 
vanous Situations are cons1dered worthy of such religiOUS admtrat10n After the 
brrth of Aser, LJa says, "Women wtll call me happy (Gen 30, 13) " Cons1der· 
mg !us former prospenty, Job says, "Whoever heard of me bles!ed me, those 
who saw me commended me (29, lOll)," Cf S~r 31,8-9, 37, 24, Pss 1, 1, 
31, 1-2, 32, 12, 33, 9, 39, 5, 93, 12, 111, 1, 118, 1-2, 127, 1; 145, 5 
But God's people IsraeliS the spec1al object of such blessing, for she has been 
the objeCt of God's salvillc action "How fortunate ) ou are, 0 Israeli Where 
else IS a nat10n victorious m the Lord (Dt 33, 29) ?" Th1s national happiness 
IS once agam associated Wlth Ston, d Ps 64, 2 5, ls 31, 9-32, 1 (happmes.s 
as.o;oaated wtth the messJll.nic rule m Jerusalem) In the Canticle of Canttcles, 
the beloved has been likened to Thersa, the earlier cap1tal of Israel, and to 
Jerusalem, and is declared blessed by the daughters, queens, and concubmes 
(6, 4 9) The phrase "all generattons" 1s never the subjeCt of the verb makanzem 
m the OT, The more common use of thu e'l[press10n IS "unto all generations 
forever" An interestmg use of the latter expreSSion occurs m Tobzas wtth 
6
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Central to an understanding of the Magnificat is the mean-
ing of the word tapeinOsis which has tried the ingenuity of 
Christian translators 16 There can be no doubt that the 
tapeinOsis of Lk. 1, 48 points primarily to the positive afflic-
tion of the poor. Such an objective and unfavorable condition 
is the primary meaning of this word in the Old Testament.u 
In the vast majority of cases, the word is used to characterize 
a state of dtstress or humiliation, whether personal 18 or na-
tionaJ.l9 The word occurs frequently in the psalter in the 
prayers and lamentations of the poor and afflicted.20 The 
daughter of Sian speaks as one of these in the Lamentations 
(1, 3-9). Deutero-Isatas 21 calls the period of exile the 
reference to the perpetu1ty of the temple as the dwellmg of the most H1gh 
"Agam the Lord Will have mercy on them and Will hrmg them hack to the 
land, and they Will rebuild hiS house, but not as the former one, until the 
times to come are fulfilled (cf Gal 4, 4) And after thiS they shall return 
from their captivity, and rebuild Jerusalem honorably, and the house of God 
shall be rebu1lt in 1t for all generatiOns to come, a glonous dwelling, as the 
prophets declared concernmg 1t (14, S BA) " Cf Tobias 1, 4, 13, 12 If Lul..e 
bas already evoked the 1dea of Mary as the temple of Yahweh and the ark 
of the covenant m hts Infancy Gospel, thiS context v,ould seem to be Slg-
mficant for an understandmg of the Magmjicat 
16 Cf E A Ryan, Hutont:al Notes on Lukt I, 48, m 11/S 3 (1952) 228-35 
l7 TapeinOsis occurs 39 bmes m the LXX, m 22 case:. 1t renders a Hebrew 
ongmal, four Hebrew roots are rendered by tapemOSIS, but in 19 mstances 
the root lS oni, affhclion or diStress, or one of its cognates The same meamng 
prevails in the NT; d Phil 3, 21; James 1, 10 St Paul coined the word 
ta.pemophrosyni to e"tpress the moral vutue of humii..Lty, d Acts 20, 19, Eph 
4, 2, Ph1l 2, 3, Col. 2, 18, 23, 3, 12 Ryan has neglected tlus OT bacl.ground 
Cf Gelm, op c:l, 127-29. 
18 E g Agar (Gen 16, 11), Lia (Gen 29, 32), Jaeob (Gen 31, 42); 
Joseph (Gen 41, 52), Anna (l Kmgs 1, 11), David {2 Kings Hi, 12), Esther 
(Est 4, 8), d Sir 2, 4-5, 11, 12, 20,11 
19 E g National affi1cbon m Ell)pt (DI 26, 7), at the tune of Saul 
(1 Kmgs 9, 16), at the access10n of Jeroboam II m Israel (4 Kings 14, 26); 
d Neh 9, 9, Jud1th 6, 19, 13, 20 
20Cf Pss 9, 14, 21, 22.27, 24, 18, 30,6-8, 118, 5092153; 135,23. 
lll Commentators have g~.ven thts name to the anonymous prophet of the 
exile who was respollSI.ble for ce 40-SS of the book of /saws 
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tapemOsis of Jerusalem (Is. 40, 1-2). This use of the word 
suggests a development of sense in the direction of a reli-
gious state of soul. The exile was considered punishment for 
sin. In the exile Israel repented and mourned for her past 
infidelities. God looked favorably upon this repentance, and 
when the time of her humiliation was ended, he delivered her 
from exile and restored her to Sian. 
V. 49. God is the mighty warrior who brings salvation to 
Sion.22 Even Nabuchodonosor proclaims with Mary that the 
Lord has wrought great things for him.28 But it is the glory 
of Israel that God has done great things in her.24 After prais-
ing the great works of the Lord, the psalmist associates the 
salvation of the people with the holiness of his name. "He 
has sent deliverance to his people; he has ratified his cove-
nant forever; holy and awesome is his name (Ps. 110, 1.9)." 215 
There is no need to recall the frequency with which the Old 
Testament speaks of the holiness of God. It may be well, 
however, to point out that the word "holy" expresses the tran-
scendence of God; he is wholly apart, wholly other The 
unique character of the Old Testament revelation about God 
consists in the knowledge that the all holy God is present to 
men and saves them. The reconciliation of God's transcend-
ence and immanence was never achieved by Greek philosophy. 
22 Cf Ps 23, 8, Soph 3, 16-17, the importance of the latter text will be 
seen m the second part of this study, 
:28 DtJ.n 4, 37a (LXX) iUoWsen. ~P'~moJ mtgt:rla pragmala; the great worl.s 
of God, hts Signs and wonders on behalf of hts people, are the frequent object 
of praiSe in the OT, he ts the one who does great thmgs (ho poiiin megt:rla, Job 
9, 10), cf Job 36, 24, 37, 5; 42, 3; Pu.llO, 2; 105, 21; 135, 4, Srr SO, 22, 
Est to, 3f, 
:24 Dt, 10, 21. hoytos kaychima :oy kai hoyto:r theos soy, host is eporesen 
en soi ta megala k!U Ia endoxa tayta, "the Lord wrought a great salvation" i!l 
an expression wh1ch occurs frequently throughout the h1stoncal books; cl 
Judges 15, 18, l Kmgr 14, 45; 19, 5, 2 Kings 23, 1012; 1 Chron, 11, 14 
2l1The restoraUon of Jerusalem and Juda is announced to Jeremias in 
these words "I shall announce to you great and m1ghty things (megala kai 
ischyra) whtcb you know not (Jer, 33 [40], 3)" 
8
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This truth is expressed frequently in the Old Testament 26 
and in this simple verse of the Magnificat. The verse is meant 
to convey a sense of wonder at the mystery of the holy but 
merciful God. 
V. SO. V. 49 acknowledged the divine mercy which the 
aU holy God displayed toward his handmaid. The foiiowing 
verses affirm that such action on the part of God is consistent 
with the way in which he always acts toward men. Such a 
transition from the first person singular to the plural is com-
mon enough in the psalms and canticles of the Old Testa-
ment.27 It is expressive of a certain spiritual solidarity on 
the part of the psalmist with others in the same phght as 
himself. But it may also indicate that the poet speaks in the 
name of a coiiectivity. In still other cases, the prayer of an 
individual may be transformed for community use by certain 
modifications and additions. 
God's mercy is his hesed, that loving kindness whereby 
he is faithful to his promises. In the Old Testament the mercy 
of God is regularly associated with his fidelity. These two 
attributes of mercy and fidelity characterize the covenant 
relationship of Yahweh Wtth Israel and David. Their ever-
lastmg duration is frequently extolled.28 Every victory in 
battle IS due to the mercy of God and is celebrated in song.21l 
In virtue of this mercy Jerusalem will be restored (J er. 33 [ 40], 
10-11). 
However, only those who fear the Lord may benefit from 
26Cf Is 6,3; Dt 4, 7 
27E.g Pss 9, 30, 66, 68, 12, 117, 137. The mse of the indiVIdual be-
comes typical of the group and of the nation, d Gelm, op czt, 45 
28 Cf esp Ps 135, a litany of God's meroes Wlth the constant response, 
hoti eu ton azOva to el~os soy The closest verbal parallel to the tis gtneas ka1 
geiU'a.s of Lk 1, SOlS to he found m Ps 88, 2. ta elti soy, ky!U, tis ton aiOna 
a.somm, ets gentan kru gentan apaggdO tin alithewn soy. A "anant readmg of 
Lk 1, 50 adopts the smgular form Cf Ps 99, 5 
29Cf 1 Mace 4, 24·25; returmng from battle, Judas li.Iaccabeus and h1s 
Vlctonous army celebrate theJr Vlctory tn spontaneous song 
9
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his mercy.30 This religious and filial fear is the proper atti-
tude of man toward God. Those who fear the Lord may hope 
in him and expect salvation from His hand.31 Thetr happi-
ness and prosperity will come from Sian and will be associated 
With the prosperity of Jerusalem (Ps. 127) 
V. 51. The next verse is the antithesis of v. 50.32 God's 
might is exercised primarily against those who abandon Him 
(1 Esdras 8, 22). By the same token, however, He is the 
strength of the poor and afflicted 83 
30 For as the heavens are high above the earth, 
so surpassmg IS hiS J...mdness (tleos) toward those 
who fear hun , , 
As a father has comp3.SS1on on hiS children, 
so the Lord has compass1on on those who fear h1m, 
But the kmdness (eleos) of the Lord IS from etem1ty 
to eterruty toward those who fear h1m 
Ps 102, 1113 17 
31 The Deuteronomist was at pa1ns to mculcate thiS fear, cf Dt 4, 10, 31, 
1213, Jos. 24, 14 It IS synonymous Wlth Wt:lrshlp (Neh 1, 11) and leads to 
pmJSe (Ps 21, 23) The fear of God IS the consolation of the poor and 
afihcted (Tob 4, 11, Pss 30, 8.20, 33, 1·9, 110, 5) The strength of Yahweh 
belongs to those who fear Hun (Ps 24, 14) Cf Pss 32, 18, 146, 11, Str 2, 1; 
Mtch 6, 9 (LXX), MaJ 3, 20, 
32 The greatest verbal sumlanty IS to be found m Ps 88, 10-11, m a 
prayer for the fulfillment of God's promiSes to Dav1d 
You rule o\er the m~ght (kratoys) of the sea, 
)OU still the swellmg of Jts waves 
You have crushed the proud (hyperiphanon) Wlth a 
mortal blow, 
Wlth your strong arm you have scattered your enemies 
(en tO brach10m tis dynameOs soy dieskorfnsas toys echthroys soy). Cf Judtth 
13, 11 polisru , kratos 
33 Your nught (kratos) does not hem numbers, 
nor your power among the strong, 
But you are a God of the lowly (tape:niin), 
you are the help of the needy, 
the guardtan of the abandoned, 
the sav1or of the hopeless 
10
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The arm, a common symbol of strength,34 is used anthropo-
morphically of God. It signifies His power in favor of His 
people 35 or in judgment agail}st His enemies.l16 The most 
characteristic use of this figure in the Old Testament is in 
reference to the exodus from Egypt.37 But already in the Old 
Testament the exodus from Egypt was the type of the return 
from exile in Babylon Consequently, the ann of Yahweh 
appears again with reference to future salvation.38 God makes 
this promtse to Jerusalem by the strength of His arm in Is. 
62, 8 
The destruction of enemies is antecedent to the salvific 
action of God The second half of the verse speaks of the 
scattering of the proud by abandoning them to the vain rea-
sonings of their own heart.'19 Pride is the quality which char-
acterizes all the great enemies of God throughout the Old 
Yes, 0 God of my father and God of the inhentance 
of Israel, 
ruler of heaven and earth, creator of the waters, 
and ling of all your creatlon, hear my prayer 
Judtth 9, 11-12 (LXX) 
CI Pn 58, 10, 85, 16; 24, 14 
84 Ci Judzlh 9, 'I; Job 38, IS; Ps 43, 4 
.35 Cf. Pss 16, 15-16, 78, II; 88, 22; 97, 
.36 Cf Is 26, 11, Jer. 21, 5 
.:ITCf Ex 6, 16, 15, 16; 32, 11; Dt.3, 24 andpasdm; 4 Kmgsl7, 36, 
Jer 39, 21, Ps 135, 12; Bar 2, 11; Dan. 9, IS 
ascr Ez 20,33.34, Is 51, 59; 53, I 
39The same idealS e't(lressed m Ps 58, 13, Su. 23, 8, Rom l, 21.24. The 
word dzav01a renden; the Hebrew lib, heart; hence dtavoro kardtas lS a tautol-
ogy, cf. also Bar l, 22 Used in both a good and a neutral sense, 1t does have 
apeJoratl\esensemGen 8,21, 17,17, 27,41,Ex 9,21;Num 15,39,Dt 
29, 17; Job 1, 5, Bar 4, 28, the word does not appear m the Psalms, the 
good sense IS speofied m Dt. 28, 47, Prov 9, 10 It 1s intcrcstlng to note 
that the verb dtaskorPtzezn IS used most frequently m the LXX of the dis-
persed of Israel at the t1me of the Babyloman enle, and only e~ght tunes of 
the enemies of Israel If thiS is sigrufica.nt, tt may mdtcate a Cbnstmn ongm 
for the Mogmficat, sinte m the NT the Israelite people are frequently treated 
as the enem1es of God's new people, the Church 
11
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Testament}0 However, the proud will eventually fall under 
the just judgment and retribution of God.41 Both the perse-
cuted individual and the affltcted nation pray for such de-
liverance.42 The pride of Israel's enemies is explicitly con-
trasted with the humihation (tapeinOsis) of God's own people 
in Judith 6, 19.43 The humbhng of the proud will bring about 
the purification of Sian and will be accompanied by the exalta-
tion of the Iowly.44 
Vv. 52-53. The antithesis of vv. 50-51 is repeated in two 
antithetical verses. Those who fear the Lord are the lowly 
and the hungry; the proud are the mighty and the ncb. Taken 
together these verses express the piety of the poor, the anawtm, 
which will be discussed at greater length in the second part 
of the paper. Here it will be sufficient to outline briefly the 
Old Testament themes evoked by the words. 411 
40 Job 38, 15 speaks of the arm of the proud, v.h1le God challenges the 
pnde of Job Wlth the words, "Ha\e )OU an arm W.e that of God {40, 9) ?" By 
pnde man seeks to make hun.self divine. The proud man does not J.now fear 
(SIT 32, 18), he IS a breeder of quarrels (Str. 27, 15), and mdulges In sarcasm 
and IDJUry (Sir. 27, 28), Pnde IS the source of deliberate sm, cf Num 15, 30; 
Dt 17, 12; Pss. 16, 10; 30, 19 Hunubty ts an abonunatJon to the proud man 
(S1r, 13, 20); he is bosWe to both God and man, cf Pss 73, 23, 118, 51,69, 
122,4, 139,6, Prov 3, 34, Str. 10,712-13 God rebukes even the pnde of Hls 
chosen people, cf. Amos 8, 1, E: 7, 20, 16, 49 The epithet belongs more 
properly to the great enemies of Israel~Edom (Abdzas 1, J), :Moab (Is, 16, 6), 
Bab}lon (Is 13, 11) 1 and especally Antiochus Ep1phanes who laid claim to 
dlVlmty m the temple of Jerusalem (2 Mace 5, 21), 
41Cf Pss 93,2 1 118,21, Wtsdom 14, 6; Is 2, 12, 29, 20, etc 
42Cf Pss 301 24; 58, 12, 118,78122, Str 51, 10, Judith 9, 9 
43 KatJde e]Jf tas hypertphamas aytOn kaz ektson Un tapeinOsin toy genoys 
hlmOn 
44Cf I! 1, 24 (LXX), Pss.13, 2-3; 11,28 
4~ The Canticle of Anna. is frequently oted m connection With these verses 
It ts to be noted, however, that while the Canticle of Anna expresses the re-
versal of fortune which these verses descnbe, 1t does not contam the phrasing 
of Lk 1, 52-53 Since the thought belongs to a much Wider OT context than 
the Canticle of Anna, it is dangerous to base the Interpretation of the Magmficat 
upon the circumstances of lhts one canticle Note the chlllstic structure m 
vv 52-SJ, 
12
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The destruction of the proud and the exaltation of the 
lowly, the impoverishing of the rich and the satisfaction of 
the poor, belong to God's regular way of dealing with men. 
The reversal of fortune is e."q)ressed frequently in the Old 
Testament.46 
In the kingdom of the Messias the salvation of the afflicted 
and the poor goes hand in hand with the homage of the nations 
(Ps. 71). For God will destroy the pride of the foreigner and 
establish the reign of the meek and lowly king, to the great 
joy of the daughter of Sian (Zach. 9, 6-9). 
From the very beginning of salvation-history God's inter-
vention is an exaltation of the lowly. This is true of Abraham, 
the father of all Israel to whom the promise was made; 41 it 
is ~rue of Isaac 48 and of Joseph in Egypt.49 He exalted 
David above his adversaries (Ps. 17, 49) and shall do the 
same for the remnant of Israel and of Sian (Is. 4, 2-3). Ps. 
149, 1-6 is an invitation to sing a new song of joy and thanks-
giving to the Lord; in these verses the assembly of the holy, 
46 The general law IS best el[pressed m Sirach 
The thrones of the arrogant God overturns (kalheden) 
and estabillhcs the lowly (prae1s) m their stead. Sir 10, 14 
The poor man's (lapemoy) WlSdom hits his head high 
and sets him among pnnces ••• 
The oppressed often rue to a throne, 
and some that none would conSider wear a crown 
The enlted (dymJStm) often fall into utter d:sgrace, 
the honored are given mto enemy hands 
One may t01l and struggle and dnve, 
and fall short all the more 
Another goes hiS way a weakling and a failure, 
Wlth little strength and great misery (ptocheta)-
Yet the eyes of the Lord look (epeblepsan) favorably upon h1m; 
he raises him free of the vile dust (tapeinOseOs), 
Ldts up hiS head and exalts him 
to the amazement of the many SIT ll, 15-6 ll-13 
41 Gen 24, 35 Kyrios de eylogisen ton kyrion moy sPhodra, kru hypsiithi 
48 Gen 26, 13 Km hypsiithe ho anthriipos, 
49Gen, 41, S2(A) Hypsiisen me ho theos en gi tapemiiseiJs moy, 
13
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the children of Ston, the meek, and Israel itself are all syn~ 
onymous. They form the community of the saved and rejoice 
in the kindness of their God.50 
The antithesis is repeated in v. 53 in terms of the rich 
and the hungry. God's salvific action is a reversal of that 
state of affairs which human pride has established This senti-
ment is expressed frequently in the psalms of the poor 51 In 
Ps. 106, God's treatment of people in distress is patterned 
after His treatment of Israel 52 He satisfied the Israelites 
with bread and water in the wilderness because of His promise 
to Abraham.53 Deuteronomy presents the blessings of the 
promised land with the words, "Eat and be filled (8, 10 
passim)." Those who pursue false means of salvation will 
not be filled 54 Later, in the Wisdom literature, this material 
view of salvation was spiritualized. Wisdom fills those who 
love her with good things (Prov. 8, 21 ). Those who give alms 
will be filled with life (Tob 12, 9). The wise man will be 
filled with blessing and all who see him will call him blessed 
50 Sing to the Lord a new song 
of praise m the assembly of hiS holy ones (ekklisia honOn). 
Let Israel be glad m their maker, 
let the children of S10n reJoice (aga/kasthOsan) m their l.mg 
For the Lord loves his people, 
and be exalts (hypsOseJ) the lowly (Praeu) With salvatiOn 
Let the holy ones (hosiol) e-.:ult m glory, 
let them smg for JOY (agalliasonta1) upon their couches; 
let the h1gh prru~es of God be m their throats 
Ps 149, 1~2 4·6 
51Cf Pss 33, 1().11, 145,3-7,21,24-27, 144, lS-19; 103, 21~28, cf also 
Is 40, 29-31, 49, 10, 58, 10-11 
5:!Ps 106,9 offers the closest "crbal parallel to Lk 1, 53 hoti echortasen 
psychin kenln kat psychen peuWsan enePllsen aglllhiJn The parbople of 
ployldn is rarely used for "ncb"; d, Ex 30, 15, Str 11, 18, Lk 12, 21, 
Apoc;, 18, IS; ploynoi IS more common 
riSPs HJ.l., 40-42, Abraham IS st}lcd God's servant, although the word 
doylos IS used rather than Pills 
5"-Cf. Ez 7, 19, Osee 4, 10, Amos 4, 8, M1ch 6, 14, Is 9, 19 
14
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(Sir. 37, 24). The prophets, however, preserved the material 
images for the restoration of the nation.~:; 
The rich are commonly presented m the Old Testament 
as the enemies of the poor and downtrodden. They are classed 
with the Wicked and the proud. 56 \Vhen God saves the poor, 
the rich Will be suddenly destroyed 51 
Vv 54-SS. The canticle concludes by asserting that this 
salvific activity of God has been exercised in favor of His 
servant Israel. God has acted because of the promise which, 
in His mercy, He made to Abraham in favor of his posterity-
literally, seed This promise was renewed to all the patriarchs 
and by it God bound Himself forever. 
The help of Yahweh is a frequent theme in the Wisdom 
literature and the psalms of the poor.'ss Ps. 117 is a hymn of 
~lifer. 31 (38), 12-15 reflects the themes of JOY, sabety, the people of 
God, and S10n of whzch we have already spoken Cf Joel 2, 19-26, Pn 125, 
147 Ps 131 is a prayer for David and Jerusalem where the ark of the Lord 
was brought to rest, It speaks of S10n as the place where God dwells and 
where the promiSe to Da"zd will be fulfilled "From the fruit of your womb 
(ek karpoy Us kozlu:Js soy) I shall place one upon your throne (v, 11),'' 
EW:abeth's reference to the fruzt of Mary's ?.Omb (Lk 1, 42) may be a 
subtle alluSlon to her identity as the daughter of Szon, particularly zf St Luke 
has already evoked the theme of the ark of the covenant m the narrabve of 
the VISitation 
MCf Is 53, 9, Mich 6, 12, ltr 17, 11 Rzches are the occaszon of 
self-suffictency and pride, cf ltr 5, 27, Ps 9, 27; Sir. 28, 10, Dan 11, 12. 
The OT does not uruversally condemn nches, but the rich should not glory m 
theU' nches (ler 9, 22-23). Both ncb and poor should glory m the fear of 
the Lord (Srr, 10, 22) Szmch pm1ses the blameless ncb (Sir 31, 8). Riches 
can be a gzft of God (Eccl 5, 18) and arc the fruit of wzsdom and JUstice, 
d Prov 8, 18, 13, 22, 24, 3-4; Wudom 8, 18; Ps, 111,3 "The reward of 
humzlity (Hebrew anawah) and fear of the Lord IS nches, honor, and hfe 
(Prov 22, 4) " Finally salvabon IS presented as the enrichmg of God's people 
(Is, 32, 18), hut also of Szon and Jerusalem (is, 60, 5, 61, 6), 
IIi Cf Job 27, 19, Is S, 14, Prov 11, 28 The expreSSion "to send away 
empty" does not occur m the QT wzth reference to the ncb, hut the verb 
exaposteUem appears su: bmes with reference to the dispersion of Ismel-Ps 
80, 13, Is 21, 8; 50, 1; Jer. 15, 1; 24, 5, Bar. 4, 37, 
liSEg Pss 3, 46, 17, 36, 62, 8-9, 68, 30, 117, 13, 138, 13 
15
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thanksgiving for the eternal mercy of Yahweh to Israel, but 
it is written in the first person singular and uses the vocabu-
lary of the poor. Is. 41 speaks of the joy of the poor and 
needy; they are the holy ones of Israel. But the oracle is 
addressed to Israel and to Jacob, the servant of Yahweh and 
the postenty of Abraham.~9 
Although many of the great personages who dot salva-
tion-history are styled servants of God,60 the appellation ap-
pears especially in Deutero-Isaias as an epithet of the nation 
Israel, now in exile and awaiting restoration to Jerusalem.61 
This is a special Israel, formed from the womb ( ek koilias in 
Is. 44, 2), in whom the prophecies are to be fulfilled. In the 
same context of Is. 40-55, the four songs of the individual 
Servant of Yahweh are found 62 In these passages a prophetic 
and suffering figure of the Messias appears. The Septuagint 
translators name this Servant Jacob in the first song (42, 1). 
llll"But you, Israel, are my servant (PlUs), Jacob whom I have c:10sen, 
tbe seed (spenna) of Abraham whom I have loHd, whom I have taken 
(antelabomin) from the ends of the earth, and from the heights thereof I 
have called you and I ha\e said to you, 'You are my servant (pais), I have 
chosen you and I ha\e not abandoned you Do not fear, for I am With you' 
(Is 41, 8-10)" God reveals hJm5elf whene\Cr he helps S10n (Ps 47, 4) and 
from S10n he helps his k.mg (Ps, 19, 3), Cf Is 9, 6, 2 K1ngs 22, 3, Ps 88, 
19.27. 
60 E g Abraham, Moses, Dav1d, Solomon, Ehacim, IS3.1.3.S and the prophets, 
the poor 
61Is 41, 89, 42, 19 (the Hebrew has the smgular, the LXX the plural); 
43, to, 44, 1; 44, 21; 45,4 In all these te.xts tbe Greek word 1s pais; outs1de 
Deutero-IsrmJs that term is used With reference to Israel or the seed of Israel 
only three bmes-- 1 Chron, 16, 13 (the Hebrew has tbe smgular, the LXX 
the plural); Jer, 46 (26), 27-28 (m conjuncbon With doylos), Bar 3, 37 
(v. 38 speals of God appeanng on earth and conversing wttb men) Pms does 
not appear In the psalms With reference to the patnarchs, doylos IS used once 
of Jacob (77, 71, a variant reads laon), once of Israel {135, 22), and once 
of Abraham (104, 42); Ps, 104, 6 speaks of the seed of Abraham as doyloi 
aytoy, the Hebrew has the smgular, 
62Tbe four songs are Is 42, 1-4; 49, 1-6, SO, 4-9, 52, 13-53, 12, For 
the vanous theones concermng the ongin of these songs, ci, C. R, North, The 
Suffermg Servant in Deutero-IsaUJh (Oxford, 1948) 
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Although these passages have been the subject of much dis· 
cussion, many commentators do recognize in this individual 
figure of the Servant a future person in whom all Israel is 
summed up and through whom Israel's mission to the world 
will be accomplished. 
The promise was sealed by a covenant.63 In time of na· 
tiona! distress, the people asked God to remember His prom· 
ise, His covenant, and His mercy which He had sworn to the 
fathers, to Abraham, to Isaac, and to Jacob.64 The poor and 
63There are t'ollo accounts m Gennis of the covenant whereby God se:tled 
the promise Wlth Abmham, m Gen 15 Yahweh passes between the separated 
parts of Abraham's sacnfice in the form of fire, in Gen 17 God mstructs 
Abraham to observe arcumasion as a sign of the covenant. The covenant 
was the ordinary form of a contract m the anoent Near East; 1t was con· 
eluded before a de1ty who was called to witness and protect the agreement; 
the sealing of covenants was accompamed by vanous ntuals-passmg between 
the parts of a sacnfice, spnnJJmg of blood, eatmg of a common meal ar 
religiOn 1S based on such a covenant between Yahweh and HIS people 
64 When God would have consumed IriS people m the desert after the 
modent of the golden calf, Moses prayed, "Remember )our servants (o1ketiin) 
Abraham, Isaac and Israel, and how you swore to them by your own self, 
saymg, 'I Wlll make your descendants (sperma) as numerous as the stars 10 
the sky; and all thiS land that I promised, I will ghe your descendants 
(.rpermatl) as their perpetual hentage' So the Lord relented (hda.rthi) m the 
purushment He bad threatened to mfuct on h1s people (E~ 32, 13) P.r 104, 
an epic of Ismel's hiStory, reflects many of the themes which recur m the 
AfagmficaJ., 
Recall the wondrous deeds that he has wrought, 
hiS portents, and the JUdgments he has uttered, 
You descendants (.rperm4) of Abraham, hiS servants (doylo1) 
sons of Jacob, hiS chosen ones I , , 
He remembers forever (emnisthi eu ton aiiina) his co~enant 
his promise (logoy LXX) which he nude bmdmg for a thousand genemtions-
Which he entered mto Wlth Abraham (tO Abraam) 
and by his oath to Isaac ••• 
They asked, and he brought them quail, 
and Wlth bread from hea,.en he satiSfied (enepli:sen) them 
He cleft the rock and water gushed forth, 
1t flowed through the dry land hke a stream, 
17
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afflicted made a sirm1ar appeal to the covenant and the past 
mercies of the Lord.85 In Ps. 73, 2 the assembly of Israel 
dwelling on Mount Sian recognizes itself as the people formed 
by God through the covenants with Abraham, Isaac, and 
Jacob 86 The universal and eschatological salvation of Yah-
weh will be accomplished in remembrance of His mercy to 
the fathers. 67 
The idea of the covenant with Abraham gave meaning 
and continuity to the entire history of Israel. This sense of 
sohdarity with the fathers to whom the promises were made 
IS attested by the frequency of the appellation "God of our 
fathers." The consciousness of belonging to a people of 
promise drove out fear in every uncertain undertaking. "1 
am God, the God of your father. Do not fear to go down to 
Egypt, for there I will make you a great people (Gen. 46, 3 )." 
God's action on behalf of Abraham was considered exemplary 
For he remembered hiS holy word 
which he IDll.de to hiS servant Abraham (pros Abraam ton doylon aytoy) 
And he led forth h1s people With JOY (agalluml) 
With shouts of joy, his chosen ones Ps 104, 5~6 8-9 40-43 
65 "He has given food to those who fear hun, he wlll fore' er be mmdful 
(mnisthisetai ers ton w6na.) of his covenant (Ps 110, 5)" Cf. Est 4, 17, 
10, 31, Pss 24, 6-7, lOS, 45, I Mace 4, 10 
66 Remember your flock (syrnJg6gis) which you built up of old (ektis6), 
the tnbe you redeemed as your mhentance, 
Mount S10n, where you took up your abode 
67 Sing to the Lord a new song, 
for he has done wondrous deeds, 
His nght hand has won victory for hun, 
hiS holy arm (ho brac1n6n ho hagws aytoy) 
The Lord has made hiS salvat10n known 
in the s1ght of the nat1ons he has reHaled hiS justice 
He has remembered blS kmdness (emnesthe toy tkoys aytoy) to Jacob, 
and hiS faithfulness to the house of Israel 
All the ends of the earth ha\e seen the sahat10n by our God 
Ps 97, 1~3. 
The theme of umversal salvation is one of the pnncipal ideas in St Luke's 
Gospel, cf his atatton of Is. 40, S m 3, 6 
18
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for the future salvation of deserted Sian. "Look unto Abraham 
your father, . for he was alone, and I called him and I 
blessed him and I loved him and I multiplied him (Is. 51, 2)" 
Consequently, the appeal to the promise made to the fathers 
runs as a constant motif throughout the entire Old Testament, 
bmdmg the whole into one salvation-history.68 
In short, the salvation of Israel is the fulfillment of the 
covenant and of the promise to the fathers. This initial mercy 
of Yahweh is the foundation of all hope and the first object 
of the faith of the people of God The promise was made to 
Abraham and renewed with Isaac and Jacob. It concerned 
their posterity (sperma), which would be multiplied as the 
sands of the sea, the dust of the earth, and the stars of the 
sky. The promise not only assured the gtft of the land, but 
in the posterity of Abraham all the nations of the earth would 
be blessed. This promise would not lapse, but was perpetual 
111 will establish my covenant between you and me and your 
descendants after you throughout their generations, as a per-
petual covenant, that I may be a God to you and to your 
descendants after you (Gen. 17, 7)." 
A new determination was introduced into this covenant 
through the perpetual covenant made with David in favor of 
his posterity. The original promise would be fulfilled through 
a king of the house of David. During the devastation of Juda 
by Sennacherib, Isaias spoke of the remnant as a seed (Is. 
1, 9). This remnant became the people of the poor, those 
who fear the Lord. During the exile, Deutero-I saias de-
68 Of speaal mterest to the theme of the }.[agmficat IS th1s pra>er on the 
day of expmbon "Thou, 0 Lord God, art he who chosest Abram, and brought-
est hun forth out of the fire of the Chaldaeans, and gavest him the name of 
Abraham. And thou dlClst find hiS heart faithful before thee and thou madest 
a covenant With hun, to gtve hun the land of the Chanaarute, and thou 
hast fulfilled thy words, because thou art JUSt And thou sawest the aflhcbon 
(tapeiniism) of our fathers m Egypt and thou duist hear their cry by the 
Red Sea (Nth 9, 7-9)" 
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scribed God's servant Israel as the seed of Abraham. The 
spirit was promised to the seed of Jacob (Is. 44, 3 ). The sterile 
daughter of Sion would give birth and her seed would inherit 
the nations. 69 St. Luke has already made a subtle allusion to 
the promise to Abraham and to his posterity in the words of 
Gabriel to Mary, "Nothing shall be impossible with God (Lk. 
1, 37).11 These words recall the assurance of the Lord to 
Abraham. "Why did Sara laugh, saying, 'Shall I indeed bear 
a child, though I am old?' Is anything too wonderful for the 
Lord (Gen. 18, 14)?" 70 With the Incarnation of the Son of 
God in the womb of the Virgin of Nazareth, God's promise to 
Abraham had finally reached its fulfdlment, after a long 
process of refinement and purification. The true people of 
God had been reduced to a remnant, a poor and afflicted 
people who feared the Lord and looked to Him alone for their 
salvation. The center of fulfillment was a new temple on 
Mount Sion; in other words, God would be present to His 
people in a new way. From this spiritual elite the Messias 
would spring and would receive in Sian the homage of the 
nations. This eschatological community is frequently per-
sonified in the Old Testament as the daughter of Sion. 
The literary analysis of the :!11 agnificat has shown how 
complex the Old Testament background of Mary's canticle 
really is. It is not simply a mosaic of texts chosen at random, 
but it fits into the whole stream of Old Testament piety and 
messianic e~tation. The allusions are not to isolated can-
89 Cf. Is 54, 1-3, 66, 7-16. Mgr, Cerfaux conSlders that texts presentmg 
S1on as the mother of the Messias are too rare to support the 1denbficabon 
of Mary and the old Israel in Apoc 12, L Cerfaux, La vtsion de la femme 
et du dragon ck l'Apocalypse en rdation avec le Proth•angrle, m ETL 31 
(1955) 31. However, these te"tts of !saW-s taken together W1th the apocryphal 
texts oted by Cerfaux (Test Jos 19, 8; 4 Esdras 9, 43-47, 10, 44-49) and 
the reference to the woman in travail in the Qumran hymns (1 QH w, 7ff) 
seem sufficient to suggest that the tdea was in the air in NT tunes 
'fOLk 1, 37: oyk adynatlsei para toy theoy prm rlma, Gen 18, 14: ml 
adyPUJtel para to theii ri!ma. 
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tides or psalms, but to the very spirit which infuses the 
major portion of the psalter. But Mary's canticle goes beyond 
the psalter and incorporates the Servant themes of Deutero-
lsaias and suggests the afflicted daughter of Sian, awaiting 
deliverance from her messianic king. Classifying the Mag-
nificat according to its literary form, it may be described as a 
thanksgiving hymn for national salvation, spoken in the name 
of the daughter of Sion. 
II 
THE PIETY OF THE PooR 
In analyzing the text of the ll!agnificat, we pointed out 
how the Greek words tapeinOsis and tapeinos recalled the 
literature of the poor in the prayers, lamentations, hymns, and 
canticles of the OT We also noticed that God's salvific ac-
tivity consisted in the deliverance and exaltation of the poor. 
In addition, the spmtual community of the poor considered 
itself to be the true people of God, the refine! remnant of 
Israel watting and longing for the salvation of Yahweh through 
his Messias. This restoration centered in the city of Jeru-
salem, in a new temple of Yahweh on Mount Stan. It was a 
new and more glorious presence of God with His people. The 
nations would also flock to Jerusalem in universal homage to 
the one true God of Israel. The community of the afflicted 
and restored Jerusalem appeared under the literary figure of 
the daughter of Sian. 
In order, therefore, to understand properly the Old Testa-
ment background of the ll!agnificat, we must consider this 
community of the poor. In the LXX, the word tapeinOsis 
regularly renders the Hebrew oni, which means affliction, 
misery, indigence. The corresponding adjective tapeinos 
renders more commonly the Hebrew shajal, low, and ani, op-
pressed, needy, afflicted. The latter adjective is more fre-
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quently rendered by ptOchos, but also by penes. A later form 
of ani is anaw, whtch is likewise rendered by tapebws, ptOchos, 
or penes. It ts customary, therefore, to refer to this spiritual 
elite as the anawim, the poor of Yahweh. The same Greek 
adjectives render other inter-related Hebrew words, espe-
cially ebyon and daJ, each of which has its own proper nuance, 
but which refer to the same circle of the anawim.71 
The recent work of Albert Gelin, entitled Les Pauvres de 
YahvC, is the most accessible presentation of this spiritual 
movement which is at the core of the psalter and which is the 
characteristic expression of post-extlic piety 72 The anawim 
exhibit those spiritual qualities which the beatitudes consider 
to be the necessary conditions for receiving the kingdom of 
God. Consequently, the spirit of the anawim is the finest fruit 
of Old Testament revelation and the immediate preparation 
for the Messias and the kingdom of God 
The spirituality of the anawim grew out of the social con-
dition of matenal poverty. The solidarity of the nomadtc 
tribes excluded the possibility of a true distinction between 
rich and poor in the desert. The entire community prospered 
i1 The Hebrew ebyun Sigmfies the poor conSidered as destitute and bcggmg 
for help, cf P. Humbert, Le nwt b1blzqtu "lbyOn," m RHPR 32 (1952) 1-6 
Dal descnbcs the ph}Sical condlbon of the poor; they are weak and scrawny 
Ani, from a root mean1ng to be bent oHr, expresses the oppressed condltlon of 
the poor Cf Gihn, Les Pauvres de Yahvi, 20-ll "Le mot 'anaw (employli 
une seulc fo15 au singuher) a. le meme sens fondamental que 'am Sans doute 
a-t-il pns plus faalement que Jes vocables pn\ddcnts un sens rellgleU'I: (humble 
de\ ant D1eu) mais le fa1t n'est pas general et, dans plUs1eurs cas, en part1cul1er 
dans l'express10n 'an we ha- 'ares (pauvres du pays) 1l restc synon) me de 'am" 
72 The work of Gehn has brought th1s aspect of 0T p1ety to the attenbon 
of Ca.thohcs Cf A Ge!in, The Kty Concepts of the Old Testament (New 
York, 1955) 91-94; The Rehg1on of lsnJtl (New York, 1958) 101-09, La 
scunteti de l'homme selon l'Anaen Ttstament, m BJ"C, no 19 (1957) 35-48 
The earilest treatment of the poor is probably that of I Loeb, La ltltirature du 
pauvre dans la Btble (Pans, 1892) A Causse, Lrs "pauvres'' d'Israel (Stras· 
bourg, 1921) is sbll a valuable study An earl1er Catholic study by Canon D1d!ot, 
Le /KJUVre dans la Bible (Bruges, 1903) 15 no longer a\aliable Cf the arbcle 
ptOchos by E Bammel, in T1VNT 6, 885-915. , 
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or suffered together. The legislation of the Book of the Cove-
nant 73 provided for the care of the poor when the desert com-
munity settled in the land of Chanaan. For with the establish-
ment of rural and urban life, individualism began to rise and 
a growing distinction between the "haves" and the "have-
nets" soon became apparent Although in the ideal division 
of the land, all were to possess their own plot of ground and 
be content under their vine and their fig-tree, the reality was 
never so and the rich soon began to acquire the property of 
the poor. The self-aggrandizement of the rich soon left the 
poor destitute and homeless. Oppressed by the rich, they were 
unable to obtain redress from the venal judges; they were 
defenseless. From the time of Amos in the 8th century, the 
prophets came to their defense. The triad of widow, orphan, 
and poor appears frequently throughout the prophetic writ-
ings. The prophets demand redress for the weak and op-
pressed, not from any ambition of social reform, but in the 
name of the Sinai covenant. Israel was founded as one nation 
in which no man was to be deprived of the goods of the prom-
ised land. The Deuteronomrc legislation (Dt. 12, 1-26, 15) 1 
compiled after the fall of Samaria in 7 21, undertook to elimi-
nate poverty from the ideal Israelite commumty. Material 
poverty is never considered a normal condition of the people 
of God, nor is there any romanticism about the prophetic 
appeal to the ideal of the desert Physical affliction may often 
be the result of sin; Isaias considered the entire people de-
serving of the punishment of Yahweh, including widows and 
orphans (Is 9, 12-16). Jeremras recognized that the poor of 
Jerusalem had acted foolishly and had not known the way of 
the Lord (fer. 5, 4). The JUdgments of the prophets were 
73 The Book of the Covenant lS the name commonly gh en to the legisla-
tion of Ex 20, 22-23, 19, precedmg the narrative of the sealmg of the Sm:ut1c 
CO\ enant (24, 1-8) 
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always based on the demands of Yahweh in the covenant and 
not upon any merely social or humanitarian considerations 
The fact remains, however, that riches are the occasion 
for pride and self~sufficiency. The wicked are often synony-
mous with the rich in their oppression of the poor. An attack 
upon the poor is a violation of Yahweh's lordship over Israel 
and does vmlence to one of the children whom He loves Pov~ 
erty and oppression, however, can be an occasion for turning 
to God as one's only source of help. Deprived of human aid, 
the poor can only find refuge in God 74 Yet to win His friend~ 
ship requires obedience to His law. Understood in this sense, 
as the dependents of Yahweh, the poor are synonymous with 
the just. 
I know that the Lord renders 
justice to the afflicted, judgment to the poor. 
Surely the just shall give thanks to your name, 
the upright shall dwell in your presence. Ps. 139, 13~14. 
The prophets were the spokesmen of this throng of unfortu~ 
nates who cried to the Lord from their indigence and waited 
upon His salvation. The wise men enriched the concept of 
spiritual poverty. Born of a sociological reality, the vocabu-
lary of poverty gradually acquired religious overtones and 
became expressive of man's true relationship to God 7~ 
74 "Le 'pauvre' est devenu le cllent de Dteu. La 'pauvrete' a d1t une 
pmssance d'accue11 a D1eu, une ouverture a D1eu, une dispomblh!t\ a D1eu, 
une humilitt! devant D1eu" G!lm, op dt, 29 
'l~ "DepuJS Sophonie, il est amvt! que le vocabula1re de pauvrett! a connu 
une transpoSihon spirituelle et a serv1 a dt!Signer l'homme devant D1eu dans son 
attitude re}igleuse de client , , La pauvrett! ainsi entendue, est une nuance 
de la fo1, abandonnt!e, confiante et Joyeuse, elle est proche de l'hunul.ttt!, elle 
se risume en une atbtude d'attente rehgieuse" Glilm, op at, 152~53 The 
LXX translators understood thiS spitJtual transfonnatlon when they frequently 
rendered anaw and ani by /JTays, m~k "11 est pennis de temr que plnls, 
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The poor of Israel, however, did not hope in the Lord on 
the basis of any rational understanding of His power 1 Hts 
justice, and His providence. Their hopes rested on the cove-
nant with the patriarchs and the covenant of Sinai. God had 
sworn to bring them into the possession of the land. They saw 
m Yahweh a God who was rich in loving kindness and fidelity, 
a God who was true to His word. This is the biblical sense 
of the justice of God. In VIrtue of this covenant, God could 
not allow His people to be utterly destroyed. Although He 
m1ght punish them for their sins by sword, famine, and pesti-
lence, He would always leave a remnant-an Israel of quality 
-in whom Hts prom1ses would be fulfilled. Mentioned in 
Amos, the theme of the remnant 76 became prominent in Isaias 
after the fall of the northern kingdom and the devastation 
of Juda by the armies of Sennachenb. 
Your land IS desolate, your c1lles are burnt w1th fire: your 
country strangers devour before your face. . . . And the 
daughter of Sion shall be left as a covert in a vineyard, and 
as a lodge in a garden of cucumbers, and as a city that is laid 
waste. Except the Lord of hosts had left us seed, we had been 
as Sodom, and we should have been hke to Gomorrha (Is. 
1, 7-9) 
With this remnant, refined in the crucible of suffering and 
exile, Yahweh will make a new covenant in which both the 
spiritual and material blessings of Deuteronomy will be given 
to his people.71 After the fall of the northern kingdom and 
the devastations of Sennacherib, the prophet Sophonias fore-
pt6chos, tapemos, a c6te de prays, ont acquis dans les Septante une aptitude a 
dtre le comportement de 1' 'homme btbhque' devant le Setgneur et ont 
prepare l'apresston cblitlenne de Ia fo1" Go!Im, oP Clt, 80. 
76 CI. R. de Vaux, Le "reste d'lstall" d'apris les prophttes, m RB 42 
(1933) 526-39. 
77Cf Jer 31, 31-34, Ez 16, 60, 36, 24-30, etc. 
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saw the new people of God in a punfied remnant of the poor, 
rejoicing in the presence of the Lord of Sian. 
On that day you shall not be ashamed of all your deeds 
whereby you have sinned against me. For then I shall take away 
from your midst (miqqirbek) your proud boasters and you shall 
no longer be exalted upon my holy mountain. But I shall leave 
in your midst (beqtrbek) a poor and needy people (am ani 
wadal) and they shall hope in the name of Yab¥~eh. The rem-
nant of Israel will do no injustice and shall speak no lies, nor 
will a deceitful tongue be found in their mouth For they will 
feed and lie down With none to ternfy them. Rejoice (chaire, 
m LXX), 0 daughter of Sion, shout, 0 Israel; be glad and 
rejoice with all your heart, 0 daughter of Jerusalem. The Lord 
has hfted the sentence whtch was agamst you, be has turned 
aside your enemy. Yahweh, the king of Israel, is in your midst 
(beq1rbek), you need fear evil no more. On that day, they 
shall say to Jerusalem, Fear not, Sion: let not your hands 
grow weak The Lord your God is in your midst ( bcqirbek), 
a mighty warnor, a savior. He will rejoice over you With glad-
ness, he will transform you by hts love, he will dance for you 
with cnes of joy Soph. 3, 11-17.78 
These verses offer one of the most perfect descriptions of the 
anawim and their expectations in the literature of the Old 
Testament. Sophonias may have been the first to undertake 
the spiritual formation of an elite.79 "Seek the Lord, all you 
78The translation IS adapted from the Hebrew and the Greek Note the 
messJ.amc greeting, "Rejmce," With which the angel Gabnel addressed Mary 
(Lk I, 28) The Hebrew word qerrb properly means "y,omb," but is com· 
manly used m the sense of "=dst" Literally, this te-..t of Sophomas speaks of 
Yahweh being m the womb of the daughter of S10n; Hebrew has other ex· 
pressmns for "midst" which m1ght have been used, e.g ta'Wf:k; cf Is 12, 6 
"ReJOICe, and praise, 0 habitahcn of Smn, for gre3t m your midst (beqirbrk) 
is the Holy One of Israel" 
'19 However, cf M1ch 4, 6·13, in thiS te11:t wh1ch immediately precedes the 
prophecy of the woman who will giVe blrlh to the Messms in Bethlehem, 
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poor of the land (anawim), you who do his will. Seek justice, 
seek humility (anawah); perhaps you will be safe on the day 
of the wrath of Yahweh (Soph. 2, 3)." Sophonias invited his 
contemporaries to acquire a spiritual poverty which is almost 
synonymous with faith, but which includes the notion of 
abandonment, humility, and absolute confidence. To express 
this religious ideal, Sophonias used the substantive anawah, 
which appears here for the first time in the Old Testament. 
It is derived from the earlier oni, but with more spiritual over-
tones. The corresponding adjective anawim appears only in 
the plural Although the Hebrew text itself exhibits a lack of 
certitude in the use of anaw and ani, the former word carries 
the spiritual sense more readily 
Jeremias continued the spiritual formation of the poor in 
the years prior to the exile. In his own life he was a type of 
the anaw; his personal confessions probably inspired the 
lamentations of the anawim. Ezechiel and Deutero-Isaias 
were the spintual guides of the exile and prepared the rem-
nant for the return to Sion. Is. 49, 13 identifies the people of 
God with the anawim: "Give praise, 0 ye heavens, and re-
joice, 0 earth, ye mountains give praise with jubilation; be-
cause the Lord has comforted his people, and will have 
mercy on his poor ones." They are the dtsciples of Yahweh 
(Is 54, 13), Hts redeemed (Is. 51, 11). They have the law 
in their hearts (Is. 51, 7) and hope in Him (Is. 40, 31). We 
have already seen how Deutero-Isaias spoke of this new com-
munity as the seed of Jacob and the servant of Yahweh 80 
The circumstances of the return to Sion were not as glo-
rious as Ezechiel and Deutero-Isaias had foreseen. New afflic-
tions were in store for the remnant of Israel. Many commen-
there is ment1on of an affi1cted remnant, the rule of Yahweh on Smn, the 
royalty of the daughter of Smn, her travail m e-tlle, and her victory over her 
enemulll 
SOCf Causse, op at, 101-03; and GCbn, ojJ e~t, 42. 
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tators now date Is. 56-66 to the early years of the return. 
The author IS concerned with the spiritual formation of these 
discouraged Jews. His instructions, admonitions, and expecta-
tions center about the covenant, the JUst, and the poor-three 
words which characterize the literature of the ana.wim con-
sidered as the new people of God.81 
This literature is found principally in the Psalms. Al-
though many of the psalms may have originated as individual 
prayers and lamentations, commentators now recognize that 
in post-exilic days they were adapted to liturgical and com-
munity use. The signs of such adaptation are evident through-
out the psalter.82 The spiritual solidarity of the pious rem-
nant, struggling to estabhsh a new theocracy against the oppo-
sition of the wicked who surrounded them, found expression 
in the plaints of individuals. They recognized themselves to 
be the true Israel (Ps. 149, 4). Their enemies were the wicked 
and the proud, those who have abandoned Yahweh and H1s 
law, and who persecuted His holy ones. Their descriptions 
vibrate with the emotions of men in deep affliction They 
could not be expected to express the ideal of Christian charity, 
for they felt themselves abandoned by God and delivered over 
to the will of their enemies. The common misery of the auawim 
created a spiritual community, a spontaneous solidarity among 
those who shared the same distress and aspirations. There 
are two worlds in the psalms of the poor, the assembly of the 
just and the council of the wicked. There is no need nor 
foundation for considering the poor of the psalter as a reli-
gious sect within post-exilic Judaism, just as there is no need 
to consider the council of the wicked as a sect. These ex-
pressions reflect the natural tendency to friendly association 
among men of similar dispositions. The poor delighted both 
81 Cf. G&n, op, al, 111 
82 Cf Gelm, op. at, 41. 
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in commiserating and rejoicing together; 83 but their common 
affliction dtd not merely draw them closer to one another, it 
drew them into friendship with God (Ps. 24, 14; 54, 15). 
Through their misery and distress, the anawim found their 
way of God. In striking contrast to the exaltation of human 
greatness and the tragic fatality of suffering in classical litera-
ture, the Old Testament centers our attention upon the in-
numerable throng of the destitute and transforms these human 
wrecks into the clients and friends of God.84 
The anawiff} were not complacent in their misery, but 
ardently desired life, joy, light, blessing, peace, and security; 
in a word, they wanted salvation. They were, moreover, con-
fident that God would deliver them; faithful to His covenant 
and His promise, He could not abandon them Therefore they 
waited upon the Lord. They did not know when salvation 
would come, but they were sure that it would come. Conse-
quently, they waited silently before the mystery of God and 
His providence. The paradox of the anawim lay in the ten-
sion between the trial of their faith and the certitude of their 
hope. Job was the literary type of the poor. 
The formation of this community of the poor was perhaps 
the most important achievement of post-exilic Judaism in 
salvation-history.8z From the time of Sophonias, the vocabu-
lary of poverty underwent a spiritual transformation and 
came to signify the religious attitude of man as a client be-
fore God This form of poverty is an aspect of biblical faith; 
it is a confident and joyous abandonment in expectation of 
deliverance; it includes a readiness to suffer 86 and is a neces-
sary condition for obtaining the kingdom of God. '~Blessed 
are the poor in spirit, for theirs is the kingdom of heaven" 
88 Cf. Pss. 110, 1; 132, 1-2, 68, 33·34; 21, 21. Cf. Gelin, op, cit, 53 
84 Cf Gelm, op cit, 63 and 68 
811 Cf Ge!m, op cit, 98 
86 Gunkel saw the relabon between the ideal of anawah and the Suffering 
Servant of Yahweh Cf GClin, op at, lOS 
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(Mt. S, 3)." Spmtual poverty is the interior welcome which 
the soul offers to God. The poor place themselves completely 
at the disposal of God This interior disposition is the biblical 
notion of humility which forms the prelude to the tapcinOsis 
of Mary's Magmftcat.s1 
The constitution of this spiritual elite in Judaism involved 
a narrowing of the concept of the true Israel, the seed of 
Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob Israel was now a qualitative 
thing, a remnant of Israel according to the flesh. Only this 
refined commumty of the poor was the servant of Yahweh in 
the oracles of Deutero~Isatas They were the people of prom~ 
ise, but also the people of mission, who were to bring the 
truth of Yahweh and H1s law to the nations. At the same 
time, however, the prophet foresaw that Israel would accom-
plish her mission through an individual servant who would be 
the anti type of all the anawim. He would sum up in himself. 
the entire perfection of the Old Testament commumty. The 
four songs of the Servant of Yahweh describe the work of 
this servant in terms which surpass the collectivity of Israel 
Yet an analogy remains whtch the LXX translators have indi-
cated by addressmg the Servant by the name of Jacob (42, 1). 
Through the suffering of the innocent Servant of Yahweh the 
salvation of the many shall be achieved. The community of 
the poor has been narrowed to one and the kingly Messias of 
David's line has given place to the prophetic role of the Serv-
ant after the manner of Moses and Jeremias.88 A hnk exists 
87 "L'Egllse des Pauvres, en son immense symphome pnante, pn\luda1t au 
Magnificat 'Toute 1a v1e sp1ntuelle • de !'anCien temps attemt en Mane 
son apogee, son pomt de parfa1te matunte ' Et chacun des anaWim, membre 
de ce vrat Israel, Ia prCpawt et l'annon~tt" Gehn, op at , 113 The perma-
nence of thiS spmtuahty until NT times can be traced through the Jewish 
apocryphal hterature, espeCially the Psalms of Solomon, the Henoch literature, 
and the sectanan wntmgs from Qumran They were the "httle ones" who re-
ceived the teacbmg of Chnst Cf Gelm, op at , 80-97 
88 Cf. GChn, op at, 104. 
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between these two themes in the psalter where David is con-
sidered as the type of the poor. Is. 60-62 associates the exal-
tation of Jerusalem (60, 1-2) with the mission of the servant 
(61, 1-3; 62, 1) and the homage of the Gentiles (60, 3-14; 
62, 2). Although the expression "daughter of Sion" occurs 
only once in these chapters (62, 11){ the hterary figure is 
present throughout. On her bps are placed the invitation to 
thanksgiving and to praise: "I will greatly rejoice in the Lord, 
and my soul shall be joyful in my God: for he has clothed me 
with the garments of salvation: and with the robe of justice 
he has covered me, as a bridegroom decked with a crown, 
and as a bride adorned with her jewels (Is. 61, 10)." This 
association between the daughter of Sion, the Messias, and 
the poor is explicit in Zachartas 9, 9. "Rejoice greatly, 0 
daughter of Sian, shout for joy, 0 daughter of Jerusalem. 
Behold thy king will come to thee, the just and savior; he is 
poor ( aui) and riding upon an ass, and upon a colt, the foal 
of an ass." 
In brief it may be said that according to the internal struc-
ture of salvation-hrstory, as it is presented in the Old Testa-
ment, the promise to Abraham and to his seed was to be ful-
filled in the exaltation of a purified community of the poor, to 
whom the Messias would come and whose lot He would share. 
This eschatological commumty was personified in the Old 
Testament under the literary figure of the daughter of Sian. 
There appears to be no indication that this figure designates 
a future individual However, through the narrowing of the 
concept of the Servant from the commumty of the poor to the 
prophetic mdiVidual, it may be legitimate to infer a similar 
narrowing of the concept ~<daughter of Smn" to the Virgin of 
Nazareth who gave birth to Christ. We must now see what 
influence this Old Testament background has upon an under-
standing of the Magmficat and the mystery of Mary. 
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III 
THE SENSE OF MARY'S MAGNIFICAT 
It is not the purpose of this paper to discuss the literary 
origin and authenticity of the Magnificat itself.89 Regardless 
89 Many solubons have been offered to thiS purely critical problem, The 
custom of placing otherWISe anonymous canticles upon the hps of biblical 
personages is readily granted for the cant.acle of Anna and other OT can~ 
ticles; cf. Lagrange, op at, 53, Hamp, art. at,, in BK 2 (1952) 19 The 
absence of specifically Christian notions m the Magmficat have led many to 
seeb. a pre~Chn.sban origin for the hymn, which St. Luke would merely have 
adapted to Mary's Sltuation, eg, P. Winter, Le Magmficat tt le Benedictus 
sont-rls des psaumes macchabeens, m RHPR 36 (1956) 1~17, consulers that 
the Magnsficat IS a thanksgiving hymn after battle and suits the situat.aon 
of 1 Mace 4, 24, E Klostermann, op at, 18, considers it an eschatological 
hymn adapted to the situation of Elizabeth by the addition of v. 48. The ex~ 
preSSI.ons used are so common that these proposals must be coiiS!dered purely 
gratwtous The opimon common1y held among Cathohcs is that the Magnificat 
IS a Greek translation of a canticle actually composed by Mary on the oc~ 
ca.sion of her VlSlt to Ehzabeth, eg, F X Zorell, Das Magnificat ein 
Kunstwerk hebra'ischer oder aramoischer Powe, m ZjkT 29 (1905) 754-58. 
On the other hand, certam hterary allusions m the canticle do suggest an 
ad hoc compostbon or at least adaptation on the part of St Luke; cf, R. 
Laurentin, Traces d'allusions ftymologfques en Luc 1-2, in B1bl 38 (1957) 
1-23 Lagrange (op at, 54) IS mchned to a more nuanced solution, echb.ng 
on the part of Lub.e cannot he demed, nor is it necessary to suppose that 
Mary expressed these sentiments for the first time upon meeting Elizabeth; 
they grew 1n her soul from the hme of the Annunciation and she e"':pressed 
them in the traditlonal language of her people, Luke would have gathered 
lhese thoughts from Mary or found lhem m hiS source and adapted them 
to his narrabve, followmg the biblical precedent of such canticles Godet (op, 
Cit, 1, 123) considers that Mai) m the Magnifirot is a NT prophet, and 
hke her OT predecessors, she pomts out the contmutty and progress of God's 
work In the same sense, cf also Schelke, op c1t, 76 There is no critical 
reason which obl~ges us to seeb. another sourre than Mary for the sentiments 
expressed in the Magnificat, the possibility of adaptation by St Luke to his 
Infancy narratives must, however, be adrrutted It is perhaps better, Wtlh 
J, Gwllet, to admit Ignorance conreming these questions, their resolution IS 
not necessary for the understanding of the Magnificat "Presentation htterau:e 
d'un cOte, souvenirs personnels de !'autre, II ) a Iii. deux aspects d.Jfft\rents 
qu'Il est tds dehcat de doser avec exactitude, maiS que nen n'oblige a JUger 
tnconcilla.bles" J. Guillet, Le Magmficat, m M~D 33 (1954) 60-61, n 1. 
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of what opinion one might hold in this regard, St. Luke in~ 
tended us to understand the canticle on Mary's lips.ll0 Visiting 
Elizabeth after the mystery of the Incarnation had been 
accomplished in her womb, Mary sings a canticle of thanks-
giving for the great things God has done in her. She uses 
a classical formula to express the divine solicitude in her 
regard. "He has regarded the lowliness of his handmaid." 
There is no need, however, to ask the nature of Mary's own 
tapein0sis.91 She uses the language of the anawim, the com-
munity of the poor, who appear in the second part of the 
Magnificat. She speaks as one of the anawim, for in her this 
spiritual community finds their most perfect representative. 
Mary in her own person is the culmination of that long proc-
ess of refinement which found expression in the Old Testament 
literature of the poor of Yahweh.92 Through suffering, com-
punction, and repentance, an Israel of quality was gradually 
formed in whom humibty, openness to God, silence, and 
expectant prayer were the expression of man's complete 
dependence upon God. The preparation of this remnant was 
the necessary prelude to the final event of salvation-history, 
the Incarnation of the Son of God. As St. Paul points out 
uo T~tual evidence atlnbutmg the canucle to Elu:abeth is very slight; 
d. Lagrange, op. cit, 44-45, 52 
91 The attempt to answer this question has frequently led to fantasy. 
P Gachter, Mana im Erdenleben (3rd ed, Innsbruck, 1953) 149, suggests 
the scorn Mary had received from other women of Nazareth at the village 
well Plummer, op. c1t, 32, interprets it as her status as a carpenter's bride 
Godet, op, at, 1, 126, speaks of the reduced social position of the daugh-
ter of lungs In view of the OT semanUcs of this word, the op101on 
of Gelm is much more acceptable "Nous proposons • • de garder icl le 
vocabulaire de pauvreU et de nous rappeler queUe charge spmtuelle U avait 
acquise durant sa longue h!Stotre. U dlt bien la fo; abandonnle et la confianc~ 
lperdue de !'humble Vterge." A Geltn, Marie d i'A.naen Testament, in VS 
89 (1953) 121 
9:! Cf Gelm, op, ''', 125 and 131, R Laurentm, Structure et thiologk de 
Luc I-II (Pans, 1957) 82-86, and M Vansteenluste, L'dnl tl l'dnaw dans 
J'A.ncun Testament, m DTPl 59 (1956) 19. 
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(Gal. 3, 16), the promise to Abraham and to his seed was 
fulfilled in Christ, in whom all the nations of the earth are 
blessed. Hence Mary's canticle of praise concludes by recall-
ing the promise to Abraham which has been fulfilled in her. 
Salvation-history has reached its term. From Abraham who 
was alone when called (Is. 51, 2), we pass through the com-
munity of the poor to Mary, the unknown Virgin of Nazareth, 
who received in silence the news of her miraculous fruitful-
ness.93 The gratuitous promise which was initiated with 
Abraham by the birth of Isaac reached fulfillment with the 
equally gratuitous, but infinitely transcendent birth of the 
Son of God in the womb of the Virgin Mary.94 The accom-
plishment of this mystery demanded the preparation of a 
perfect people, for even Job recognized that what is pure 
cannot come from what is impure (Job 14, 4).9s Only God 
can effect this perfect purity in fallen man, and He did so by 
a gradual process of refinement which gave birth to the com-
munity of the anawim, the true remnant of Israel, and cul-
minated in the Immaculate Virgin of Nazareth. 
The Magnificat does not e."q)ress any specifically Christian 
idea nor should it be interpreted in the light of Mary's per-
oa "On saisit le mouvement du Magmficat n va de Marie, personmfica-
bon eschatolog~.que d'lsrael, a Abraham. qut en est la persoruuficabon origi.· 
nelle, en passant par la collectivtt6 Israel concentn! a l'ongine en Abraham, 
se concentre au terme en Mane; le Magmficat reprend ce mouvement en 
remontant de Mane a Abraham" Laurenbn, op dt, 85 Cf J M Bo~er, 
Alane, l'Egllse et le Nouvel lsrail, in Mana, Etudes sur la Sainte V1erge (ed 
H du Manoir) 1 (Paris, 1949) 659-674 
94 "Toute cette hgnt!e patnarcale qUI part d'Ahraham, toute Ia sCrte des 
'Peres,' s'arrite pour se ramasser et se concentrer dans Ia Vierge Mere qui a 
engendn! celui qut est, par antonomase, Ia Postentli d'Abraham" J M 
Bover, art at, 665 Cf. E D O'Connor, The Ftuth of Abraham and the Fatth 
of the Vtrgm Mary, m AER 132 (1955) 232·38; A Feuillet, Le plan salvtfiq!U! 
de Dieu d'aprls l'Epitre aux Rommns, 1n RB 57 (1950) 355 n 1 
9l>The suggestion '\\aS ongmally made by ] Coppens, La mlre du 
Sauveur d la lumiere de la thiolagte vitlroteJtanuntaiTe, m ETL 31 (1955) 
16-17 
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sonal history.98 Too much historicism in this regard may 
easily lead to fantasy. Mary appears in the New Testament 
only when she has a role to play in salvation-history. The 
lllagnificat illustrates the true vocation of Mary in the econ-
omy of salvation. She binds Jesus to Israel, she is the link 
between the old Israel and the new in that she exemplifies 
in herself the most perfect expression of Old Testament piety 
-she is the anaw of Israel par excellence.91 The progressive 
narrowing and concentration of the concept of God's people 
through the notion of the remnant, the community of the poor, 
found historical, literary, and theological exemplifications in 
the Old Testament in the person of Jeremias, the Servant of 
Yahweh, and Job.98 The process culminated in the transcen-
dent perfection of Mary. In her alone Israel was ready to 
give birth to the true Servant of Yahweh who is the perfect 
exemplification of the new Israel, the Church, of which He 
is the head If we wish to know more about the interior life 
of Mary, we must study the aspirations of the anawim and 
apply the fruits of our study by way of excellence to the 
Virgin of Nazareth. The Old Testament background of the 
J.fagnificat suggests this methodology in the theological study 
of the mystery of Mary. 
We have not yet considered the Magnificat in the context 
of St. Luke's Infancy Gospel. Such a consideration will serve 
to confirm the conclusions already drawn. Rene Laurentin 
has drawn our attention to the hterary genre of Luke 1-2.99 
It is not history but it is an embellishment of history, accord-
9BCf. Lagrange, op ot, 54, Schmid, op, at, 55 Gehn seeks the ongm 
of the canticle sunply m the trachtlonal Jew!Sh medltabon upon the Scnp-
tures Cf. AdC 67 (1957) 756 
97 Cf P Michalon, Le ttmoignage du Nouveau Testament sur Ia Mere de 
Jtsus, in LeV no 10 (1953) 109-26; A Gelm, La vocation de Mane d'apres le 
Nouveau Testament, m VS 91 (1954) 115-23; V. Hamp, art. cit, 23. 
98 Cf B LeFrolS, Sem:t:c Total:ty Thmktng, in CBQ 17 (1955) 315-23 
99 R LaurenUn, op. at 
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ing to a midrashic procedure which has its roots deep in 
Jewish literature and the Old Testament itself. The genre 
evaluates the events of the infancy in the light of the Gospel 
message and of the Old Testament. The focal point of the 
author's interest is the fulfillment of the Old Testament hope 
of salvation. This hope is fulfilled in Israel, but more specifi-
cally in the holy portion of Israel, in Jerusalem where Yahweh 
dwells.100 This eschatological community had been personi-
fied in the literary figure of the daughter of Sion. The mid-
rashic procedure at work in Luke 1-2 is that of subtle allusion 
through the use of language which evokes specific themes of 
Old Testament prophecy. The author proceeds from an 
understanding of the Gospel message and considers the events 
of the infancy in the light of this knowledge.101 
In the narrative of the Annunciation, Luke has already 
indicated the identification of Mary as the eschatological 
daughter of Sian by the address of the angel, "Rejoice" This 
is no ordinary greeting; it occurs in the LXX in the annunci-
ation of messianic joy to the daughter of Sion.102 The pleo-
nasm of I, 31, "Thou shalt conceive in thy womb (en gastri)," 
may suggest the beqirbek of Soph. 3, 11-17.108 This text 
promised eschatological joy to the community of the poor and 
the daughter of Sion. Allusion is made to the promise to Abra-
ham and to his seed, not only by the words of Gabriel concern-
ing Elizabeth, uNothing shall be impossible with God (1, 
36)/' but also by the two-fold assurance of the angel to Mary, 
"The Lord is with thee (1, 28)," and "Do not be afraid (1, 
100 Cf Laurentin, ot. cit, 150 
101 Cf J P Audet, L'annona d Mark, in RB 63 (1956) 347. 
102 Cf S. Lyonnet, Chcmi kechariiOmenl, in B1bl 20 (1939) 131-41. 
103 Cf note 78 above, R, Laurentm, Queen of Heaven. A Short Treatue 
on Manan Theology (London, 1956) 24, A. G. Hebert. La Vierge Mark, 
Ftl!e de Sion, In VS 8S (1951) 127-39, 
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30)." 104 The theme of the Davidic Messias is obvious in 
1, 32-33. Lyonnet has already pointed out how the descent 
of the Holy Spirit and the overshadowing of the power of the 
Most High suggest the shekhina, the dwelling of Yahweh in 
the tabernacle and the temple.105 Laurentin develops this idea 
of Mary as the dwelling-place of Yahweh in Israel. In the 
narrative of the Visitation (1 1 39-45) he finds an allusion to 
the ascent of the ark of the covenant to Jerusalem in the time 
of David 100 A further allusion to the daughter of Sion may 
be present in Elizabeth's greeting, "Blessed is the fruit of thy 
womb." 107 Sion was to give birth to the messianic King. 
When all these allusions have been made, Mary sings her 
JJfagmficat The canticle contains no specific allusion either 
to the daughter of Sion or to the temple. Yet the literature 
of the anawim centered around the temple of Sion where 
Yahweh dwelt.10s The daughter of Sion was a frequent per-
sonification of this community of the poor.109 Accordmg to 
the Old Testament, the promise made to Abraham and to his 
seed would be fulfilled by a Davidic king who would one day 
come to an humbled and afflicted Sion; in the exaltation of 
Jerusalem the daughter of Smn would rejoice and all the 
104 Both these assurances accompanied the renewal of the promiSe to the 
patriarchs, d Gtn 26, 24, 28, 13-15; 46, 34; IS, I, 
10~ Cf S. Lyonnet, Le dot de l'annoncWtion et la maternttl dJVtnt de 
l4 Samte Vterge, m AdC 66 (1956) 3346, Laurentin, Queen of Heaven, 26-21 
108 Cf Laurentln, Qunn of Heaven, 21-28; also hts Structure et thlologit, 
c. 6, Mane FUle de Ston et Tabernacle Eschatologique, 148-61, J H Crehan, 
The Ark of the Covenant, In CR 35 (1951) 301-11 J Galot, Marie dans 
l'Evangde, (Paris, 1958) 69-70, has suggested a further parallel in the VlSita-
tion narrative to Is 52, 1 "How beautiful upon the mountains are the feet of 
him that bringeth good lldmgs, and that preacheth peace. of hun that 
sheweth forth good, that preacheth salvation, that saith to S10n Thy God 
shall re~gn I" 
107 Cf note 55 above Wtth reference to Ex 40, 34 lnd Is 4, 2-6, cf, 
Coppens, art ot, m ETL 31 (1955) IS 
10s Cf Causse, op at, 109 
109 Cf Hebert, art. ot, 130, Laurentln, Struclure et thlologte, 154 
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natiOns would come to worship the Lord, now present in a 
more glorious way in a new temple. Seen in this light, the 
lllagmficat orchestrates the whole of salvation-history, as it 
was fulfilled in Mary and her Son. There may be a theological 
reason for not making these allusions more explicit The 
daughter of Ston is a literary figure, Mary is a real person. 
The daughter of Sion is a type, but the antitype transcends 
the type. The temple is a material symbol of the presence of 
Yahweh With his people; in Mary God is present m a more 
transcendent way, for He is incarnate in her Son. The mys-
tery of salvation is accomplished m a mother and her child; 110 
the historical reality of the accomplishment does not permit 
the use of literary figures and material symbols The hterary 
figures and the material symbols prepare the mystery; they 
suggest its meaning. St Luke, therefore, preferred to use 
allusion rather than explicit citation to present the mystery 
of Mary and her Son 
In conclusion, it might be well to point out the rich bene-
fits that Mariology and Manan piety could reap from a 
biblical perspective, such as that suggested by the Old Testa-
ment background of the Magnificat. The progressive purifi-
catiOn of the remnant which culminated in Mary is perhaps 
a more sound approach to the problem of the Immaculate 
Conception in Sacred Scripture 111 The association of Mary 
110 Cf D M, Stanley, The Mother oj My Lord, m Whp 34 (1960) 
330-32; L Bouyer, Les thCmes b:bl:ques de la thtologre manale, in BVC, no 
17 (1954) 11-18 
111 C Journet, wnting on Stnpture and the Immaculate Conceptton, m 
Th~ Dogma oj the Immaculate Concept:on (ed E D, O'Connor, Notre Dame, 
195S) 31, has admitted that "the Protogospel (Gen. 3 15) taken by itself is 
too Implicit and obscure to provide a pomt of departure for Manology" 
A-M Malo, L'Jconom1e diVme dans la rtv8atton b:bltque et l'Irnmaculle 
Conceptmn, m L'Immaculee Conception de la B:enheureuse Vurge Mam 
JournJe$ d'Etudes-Cap·dt-la·/;ladddne 12-13 Aoilt 1954 (Ottawa, 1955) 
13-35, has completely neglected the theme of the anawtm in this connection. 
A further e.u.nunation of the 0T notion of the "holy" nught help resolve 
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with her Son in the work of salvation demands her exaltation 
m the Assumptwn. Her association with the Church and her 
spiritual matermty stem not only from her role as the daugh~ 
ter of Stan, but also her role as the Mother of Christ.112 The 
Old Testament community of Israel is summed up in her. As 
Mother of Christ, who is the Servant of Yahweh and the full-
ness of the Church, she is the Mother of the new Israel. St. 
Paul constders the Church as the union of all the baptized with 
the personal Christ.118 Consequently, when we are baptized, 
we are united to Chnst and acquire Mary as our Mother, 
smce she is the Mother of Christ. 
These are merely suggestions for the direction 1\:Ianology 
may fruitfully take in an age of bibhcal renewal and oecu-
memcal dialogue. Joseph Coppens once proposed that we 
should astonish the non-believing world by the sobriety and 
sane moderation of our treatment of Mary.114 He was insist-
the problems connected with the perpetual virgm1ty of Mary and Joseph, 
for once someone or somethmg IS taken mto the serviCe of God they are 
C"!:cluded by that \cry fact from all profane use Consequently, once Mary 
recogmzed her divme vocatiOn and once Joseph, a JUSt man m the OT sense, 
cecogn!Zed that Mary had been touched by God, all question of mtercourse 
bet\~een them was automatically remo·Hd Cf ] Coppens, art at, m ETL 
31 (1955) 16 
112 "Peut-~tre les marwlogues n'ont-Us pas suffisanuncnt considCre ce 
caracthe reprtlsentatif de 1a materrute de Mane, qUI est le fondement et 1a 
raiSOn 1a plus profonde de sa matermte spintuelle Baver, art Cit, 665 B 
LeFrois, The Theme of the Dnnne Afatermty in the Scnptures, m MS 6 
(1955) 102-19, IIISJSts on the tmportance of v1ewmg Scnpture as a whole and 
of obtammg a umty of perspective (102). The study of E May, Th6 Scnp~ 
tural Basis for Mary's Spmtual Matermty, m MS 3 (1952) 111-41, would 
ha~e profited from such a consideration of Mary's role as Daughter of SIOn 
113 Cf L Cerfam:, La Thlolog.e de l'Eglue suivant samt Pmll (Pans, 
1942) 
114 Coppens, art cit, m ETL 31 (l95S) 20 Cf Schelkl.•, op cit, 24-25 
A b1bhcal perspecttve in Manology might well presene us from the twofold 
error spoken of by Pope Ptus XII in Ad carl1 Rrgmam "Yet m these and 
other questions about the Blessed Vrrgm let theologians and preachers of 
the word of God take care to a\Oid certam dev1attons lest they fall into 
twofold error Let them beware of teachmgs that l:tck foundation, and that, 
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ing that we must never separate Mary from her divine Son 
nor from her role in the economy of salvation, if we wish to 
understand her mystery. A greater appreciation of biblical 
themes relating to Mary may furnish our separated brethren 
with an understanding of the mystery of Mary, which some 
at least are looking for.115 
REV. JAMES T. FORESTELL, C S.B., 
St. Basil,s Seminary, 
Toronto, Canada. 
by misuse of words, exceed the bounds of truth, And let them beware of 
too great a narrowness of mind when they are cons1derlng that umque, com-
pletely exalted, mdeed almost d1vme d1gmty of the Mother of God which 
the Angehc Doctor teaches we must attribute to her 'by reason of the infimte 
good whlch ts God'" Cf AAS 46 (1954) 637 
1111 In a recent article entitled Th~ Virgin Mar:; in a Reformation Th~­
ology, m CIT 6 (1960) 275-83, James A Shuel exammed the place of Mary 
m the theology of Calvm He concluded hts article as follows "It IS evi-
dent from thiS hnef survey that Calvm consulered the role of the V!l"glll 
Mary to be of somethmg more than peripheral mterest to the theology and 
life of the Church, he saw her motherhood as integral to the Incarnation 
of the Son of God, and appealed to that motherhood to defend the mtegrity 
and to bring out the full sigruficance of the Incarnation; in Mary he saw 
e-rempllfied pnncples whlch bear dll'ectly on the whole hfe of the Church, 
and he was concerned that the Church should not frul to give proper recog-
nition to her smgular role CalVln's treatment of Mary as a responsible 
human agent through whom and, In a sense, together with whom, God 
worked to accomplish man's salvation, has implications (not de\eloped by 
Calvm lumself) which bear directly on any ecumenical diScussion of the 
sacraments and llllllistry The fact that Calvin, while still reacting strongly 
against Manan deVIatlons of the communion which he had renounced, did 
not hesitate to give such attention to Mary's role m his wntmg and his 
preaching, lends weight to the suggestlon that thiS theme might profitably 
c1aun more senous consideration than 1t ordinarily receives 111 ~;ontemporal}' 
Protestantlsm" 
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